N° 267

April 4, 59 a.H.

WORDS OF OUR BELOVED PROPHET

Our Beloved Prophet has arrived a few days ago in Los Angeles, California, where He will
meet with several local celebrities who have expressed the wish to see Him.
But His first visit was for the local raelians. More than 40 of them were gathered on a
private beach in Southern LA to celebrate with Him the first Sunday of April.
He told them how happy He was to be there as the scenery is so beautiful.
Here is an excerpt of what He said to us:
This is the first time that I fall in love with a scenery. This area reminds me a little bit of
the planet of the Elohim, just a little bit. It is very similar to the French Riviera. You are
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very lucky to live here, you have everything, the ocean, the hills, the trees, I love trees…
We should admire this as the Elohim’s creation and this is the image of how the whole
planet should be if there were no wars, no violence, no borders, no separation…
The next big event in the US will be in Las Vegas with the Las Vegas seminars in 6 weeks
from now and it will be the most beautiful one ever in the US. I hope I will see you all
there. The last seminars I gave was in Africa, I also hope you can attend one of them over
there as well. You live in wealth, technology and science. Over there, they have nothing,
but they are so much. They are much more than people in rich countries. It is a beautiful
lesson to see people who are so much and have nothing. People in rich countries
intellectualize their connection to the infinite, to love. In Africa, they don’t intellectualize.
As an example, when African people are coming back to their village from seminars, they
are not asked about what I said or the content of the seminars, they are asked whether
they could touch me, because it is much more important to touch me. By touching, you
are. By thinking, you forget to be.
Be and stop thinking.
Feel the wind, the sand, the ocean. We
don’t ask a question to a flower.
This is why we teach sensual meditation.
I want to touch every one of you by the
end of this day, just like I did in Africa
with all the participants of the seminars.
And you can tell intellectual people that
you have touched me.
The truth is alive among you. You are
the Elohim incarnation. The truth of the
Elohim is alive in me, in you, in every
one of you. This is why it is important to
touch each other, to feel each other.
They created life with sensuality and
love.
They came to earth, there was only sand. They created everything with a handful of sand.
If we intellectualize the life, then we become violent, macho, sexist….
If we don’t intellectualize, then we are only love.”
Later during a nice meal shared with all of us, He gave us some more thoughts
that we wanted to share with you all.
“ Love, consciousness and science, you cannot have one without the two other ones. You
cannot have consciousness if you don’t have love and science, you cannot have love if you
don’t have consciousness and science, you can’t have science if you don’t have love and
consciousness”
‘ To the question: are we going to survive, as a humanity?, His answer was : I am not
sure. I agree with the Elohim that not everybody deserves to be saved. There is a 4% of
this Humanity that is living with Love, Science and Consciousness. They deserve to be
saved. I am here for them. They can be Buddhist or whatever, as long as they live
according to these principles.”
“ Recently there was a story on television about a crazy man who killed a judge and then
kidnapped a girl. They talked and the girl had a book saying that we are here for a
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purpose on earth. She did a good job convincing him that his mission on earth was to go
to jail and tell the inmates what he learned with her and the book, that we all have a
purpose on earth. He surrendered thanks to that and the author of the book was the next
days on Larry King. This is a very interesting subject as this is true that we all have a
mission on earth, but this is not a mission given by god. In a fetus, every cell has a
mission and will become an eye or a muscle, or whatever organ later. We are the cells of
this humanity fetus. This mission can be understood also by an atheist as this has nothing
to do with god.”
“ In Humanity, there is a collective consciousness and also a collective sub-consciousness.
As an example in the US, after Sept.11, the collective sub-consciousness was asking for
revenge. This is why they started the war in Afghanistan, despite the fact that there are
still no evidences that Afghans were responsible. Then they hit Iraq. But they don’t want
to see the consequences of what they did, so their news are focusing on cases like the
Schiavo case so that they ease their guilt. But the truth is that today there are twice more
children dying in Iraq than during the Saddam Hussein reign.”
“ About Intelligent design… Yes, we maybe the result of an intelligent design. In the
infinite, there are an infinite number of creations, some are intelligent and some are
stupid. Satan thinks this creation is stupid, others say it is not. When we look at Gandhi,
we can tell it is an intelligent design. When we look at Bush, I agree it is a stupid one.”
“ Beliefs… I don’t want anyone to believe.
This is what I say about the messages: read, study and understand.
The more you ask questions about anything, the more intelligent you become as you
develop your brain by asking
questions.
Beliefs bring hatred, segregation,
violence and war.
Science brings love.
Hitler was saying “ Gott mit uns”
which means “ god with us”. God
can be the opposite of love.
Science can never be.”
Our Beloved Prophet in front of the
“Hummer”
a local raelian offered Him to use
during His stay.

NEWS FROM THE RAELIAN PLANET
TRANSMISSIONS ON THE FIRST SUNDAY OF APRIL

Last Sunday, 268 individuals chose to recognize the Elohim as our creators and get
baptized. 168 of them did so in Africa!!! More than 60% !!! The growth of the movement
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is phenomenal in Africa. More on this subject in the next contact once we have received
all numbers and stories.

CANCELLATION OF TRANSMISSIONS
A week before all these baptisms, our Beloved Prophet following the proposal of
continental guides, has agreed to cancel some baptisms (cellular plan transmissions) done
in the past on individuals who have since then, chosen to hurt the Movement :
In Quebec: Jean Denis St Cyr, Eric Lamarche, André Gallant, Brigitte Mc Cann alias Doucet
In Europe : Dominique St Hilaire, Jean Parraga
We are also pleased to announce that the cancellation of the cellular plan transmission of
Marie Helene Parent announced last week, hasn’t been done. She is not in the structure of
the raelian movement anymore but is still raelian.

In Stockholm, Sweden
On the first Sunday of April
a peace-in-mind festival
was arranged in Stockholm,
called “Harmony-Expo.” It
displayed
over
200
exhibitors
and
was
announced as Sweden’s
biggest alternate-Fair for
“Body and Soul.”
Since we had a stock of old
books that were not in use,
we decided to give these away to people visiting the Fair. We handed out 700 books and
the response was very positive! One visitor even helped us to distribute books around the
area and inside the showroom!
Afterward some of us went to a Mongolian restaurant to eat. The food was terrific and so
was the atmosphere amongst the Swedish Raelians.
Love from Daniel Vandinja, National Guide for Sweden.

In Melbourne, Australia
Zionist Youth Movement invites Raelians to meeting.
You can imagine my enthusiasm when I learned the youth
group that invited me to speak about the messages was a group
of students from a Jewish school. The students have started their
own non-religous Zionist movement. They have been
investigating the cultural diversity of our city Melbourne Australia
and they learned about us via our web site and requested a
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speaker to attend one of their meetings.
What a pleasure . About 20 young Jewish students all very interested to learn about the
messages. After I felt as though I had uncovered a diamond mine. Long after the meeting
was over many of the students stayed around and we continued our discussion. Later the
organiser thanked me and said it was the first time she had seen the other students stay
back after a lecture , so hungry to learn more.
Already we make arrangements for another talk with many of the students who missed
out. Now I imagine they have returned to school and the message is spreading around
this Jewish school in the heart of Melbourne, a wave of the Elohim love, washing the old
traditions, revealing the truth.
love from roy :). guide for Melbourne.

In Mumbai, India
We had a video presentation last 25th March. It was
free for us and we had such a good time.
It was arranged in conjunction with one social
gathering of ' LOKHANDWALA COMPLEX GUJARATI
SAMAJ ' OF Andheri, Mumbai. 130 members
attended.
Everybody appreciated the subject. They were not
aware of the UFO, Crop Circles, ET. We gave them
explanations in Local Gujarati language. It was well
received by all members. Many showed interest to
know more about the subject.
Love from Yaho, National Guide of India

In San Francisco, USA
Ward Churchill, Professor of Native American
and Ethnic Studies at the University of
Colorado and the most recent subject of
media onslaught in the United States, has
been awarded by Rael the title of “Honorary
Priest” for the efforts he is undertaking to
protect free speech in our country on every
level and to make our government
accountable for its actions both here and
abroad.
Moments before his address at Berkeley
University on Monday, March 28th, Nancy and I arrived in a packed room where several
hundred students and faculty members were already seated. As we sat down in the
middle of the room I looked in front to locate Mr. Churchill and as soon as I did, I was
quite impressed to see a man who allowed people to walk up to him just to chat. So at
that moment, my gut feeling told me that I had to take that window of opportunity and go
to him. And the closer I got to him the more relaxed I became especially when he nodded
to me that it was ok to come closer. I first introduced myself saying that I was there to
represent the Raelian Movement and then presented Mr. Churchill with a copy of Rael’s
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book and a few documents in an envelope. His reply was: “So that makes me an honorary
priest” and we both smiled… so obviously he knew of our organization. I also told him that
he had the support of Rael and the 60,000 members and I could tell that he was flattered.
After we were done talking a media photographer asked me for my name and
organization because she took several pictures of Mr. Churchill and me.
A prolific speaker, casual, strident, yet brutality direct, Churchill gave voice to a dangerous
precedent set by his case, a case for academic freedom, echoed by his forum panelists,
that the attack on Ward Churchill is an attack on all of us, our individual liberties.
Continuing to allow Bush and future administrations to practice “identity politics,” will strip
us of our basic civil rights. All speakers were equally as profound and thought-provoking
as Ward Churchill and all shared his sentiment set forth in the title of his presentation,
“Academic Freedom in Peril… A Forum on Academic Freedom in Troubled Times.”
Mr. Churchill repeated several times that we are living in “a moment, a media moment.”
We are witnessing racism at its worst, “internal genocide” at the hands of our
government, where the “technocratic elite” and an organized and well-funded Right wing
will continue to weaken our breath with “religious pollution.” Churchill’s closing
remark…Your identity is at dangerous risk.”
Love from Felix, guide of San Francisco

NEWS AND VIEWS

Some of the ones published this week on www.raelianews.org or www.prorael.org
THE ULTIMATE HYPOCRISY:
by Marcus Wenner

The pope used every possible medical resource to prolong his own life, despite a long
tradition of condemning all medecine for everyone else!
In the last year, as the pope degenerated further into diseased unconsciousness,
desperately trying by any means to prolong his own life, how many other lives had he
caused to shorten? He has been a wonderful example of hypocrisy, following in the true
church's tradition of condemning any new advance in science which could prolong life, and
yet he did not hesitate to use all possible medical treatment for himself, which only
yesterday was condemned by his predecessors. The inquisition who burned midwives as
witches in the 1500s would have condemned the dead pontiff for his hospitalisation as
surely as the dead pontiff condemned tomorrows stem cell medicine.
If it had not been for the Vatican, medical science would be much more advanced today,
we would already have found the cures to cancers, AIDS and all ills. The blind would be
able to see and the lame would walk as predicted by Jesus. The truth is that the Vatican
hindered medicine every step of the way, right from its inception, everything, right up to
today with the most promising medicine of all: stem cell therapy.
And yet the hypocrite did everything he could to benefit from medicine to prolong his own
life! If the pope is really infallible, then his decree should be valid for ever and today's
pope should not benefit from the medicine that his predecessors condemned. Either that,
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or the pope is not infallible. Let the diseased church die with the pope and give the keys of
the Vatican stolen from St Peter to its rightful owner, His Holiness Rael, the true
messenger of the Elohim, the extra-terrestrials who created all life on earth, who were
mystified as god. (see rael.org)

Fisher officially a citizen of Iceland

Former world chess champion Bobby Fischer has been granted Icelandic citizenship after a
vote in the country's parliament.
Here is what the Prophet Rael declared when he learned from the news: “So wonderful to
see a small country not afraid of the USA ! And now it's so funny to imagine what will be
the reaction of the Japanese poodle administration officials...They surely didn't expect
Iceland to grant him citizenship ...Unthinkable for the Japanese mind... All freedom lovers
should write to the Iceland parliament to congratulate them!

Our official support was sent to Ali Farzat

Tens of journalists are dreaming in Syria to have the right
to write freely. Ali Farzat, a cartoonist, is one of them who
hasn’t been published since his satirical magazine was
banned 3 years ago after only two years existence as the
frist private magazine in the country. Even if the Syrian
government is easing up a little, editors are still very afraid
to publish anything that could anger the Baathist in charge
of the country for more than 40 years.
Here is an example of Ali’s art.

Raëlians approve the fight against cults!
News Release distributed in France this week

Bravo to Mr. Langlais for his report on the interdepartmental mission of vigilance against
the judgment of cults, given to Mr. Raffarin (Prime Minister) on March 22.
We, French Raëlians, classified by the 1995 parliamentary report as a "dangerous cult"
took note of the quotations concerning us in the aforementioned report of 2005.
There are nevertheless some inaccuracies that we wish to rectify: we had nothing to do
with "the business of cloning" because it is the work of Clonaid, a private company. We
contribute nothing to its prosperity, even if at the beginning we agreed with its scientific
aims. Today, in France, we stick to legality in this area: no promotion in any manner.
Also, with regards to children’s sexual education: strict observance of the laws of our
country. We condemn pedophiles in the firmest of manners. We are aware indeed that
that can exist anywhere. However, if we discover that pedophiles exist amongst our
members, we would immediately report them to the authorities.
The report also mentions that we seek to make "friends" with the public via the Internet.
There is no prohibition of proselytism of this type according to the law. The right to
proselytism is guaranteed by the Universal declaration of Human Rights without
restriction of communication routes. The Greek government that had infringed upon
Human Rights by voting for a law forbidding Jehovah’s Witnesses from going door to door
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to diffuse their faith was forced by the European Court to abolish this law. Articles 18
and 19 of the Constitution (preamble) are rather clear:
“Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right includes
freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom, either alone or in community with
others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice,
worship and observance.”
“Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom
to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and
ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.”
Do not let it be said that Raëlians try to gather and subject teenagers or even younger
children while the Catholic Church baptizes babies, teaches catechism to minors, and
while Judaism and Islam circumcise, which constitutes a cruelty that we think useless.
"Tradition" must be questioned when it mutilates. These attacks to the physical integrity
of young beings, who did not ask for any of these things, are inevitably criminal because
the "victims" did not give their consent. If we, Raëlians, acted in the same manner, what
would people say? "To comply with the law" does not mean that we were previously
unlawful, since the law did not exist. It is useless to have a tendancy to bring confusion,
particularly in regard to cloning. On the contrary, in this area we have shown goodwill,
even if we think differently in regards to science. The law is the law even if it is absurd.
We must respect it and so must others. Which does not prevent criticism and comments,
if not, more Freedom, more Equality, and let us not even speak about Fraternity. The
Milivudes Report focuses specifically on judgments which harm all the minority religions
called "sects", as well their members, who are victimized by the same judgments. We
deplore it, because some cut the branch they sit on by not respecting the law.
We French Raelians are showing goodwill and transparence by respecting the rights and
duties of French citizens that we are first. It is our ethic, and we dare anyone to prove
otherwise, while knowing that mistakes are human.
Besides, the MILIVUDES should denounce the "cult abuses" that it ignores clearly - not
intentionally? - in the Catholic Church: thousands of pedophiliac priests, concordat Alsace
Lorraine, denial of condoms, denial of abortions…
There is a great deal of misguidance with sectarian tendencies that we should point out
more often. It is easy to denounce the "little ones," but to preserve integrity, we must do
the same with the "bigger cults," like Catholicism AND the Muslims (status of women,
mandatory body covering with the chador, food depravation with Ramadan…)
There are two weights and two measures, which together can not serve truth; meanwhile
it's quite convenient to those who don’t want to be blamed for anything and put their sins
on the backs of the sects: job discrimination, anti-cult freeze-out from the Freemasons,
potential juridical affairs with the political parties, mediocrities and inefficiency of the ones
who govern, totalitarian tendencies of the ADFI (various incitements to discrimination,
lobbying judges…), immersion of the RG (intelligence) in the professional life of our
members, etc… the MILVUDE should as well respect the international laws, in particular
the recommendation of the UN to not use the term "cult" that is now pejorative, insulting,
and discriminatory, but rather New Religious Minorities or NRM. There should as well be
three additional distinctions: The dangerous NRM that don’t respect the laws and have
criminal activities; the mildly dangerous minorities that commit a few non-criminal
infractions; and finally the non-dangerous NRMs that entirely respect the law.
Because this report put all the minorities in the same category: "dangerous" cults. This
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means that there cannot be any non-dangerous minority… and in fact, it is dangerous to
use one’s freedom of consciousness, freedom of religion, freedom of thoughts outside the
currents of traditional thought. The rising of anti-Semitism and racism in France are
linked to this rejection of differences that organizations like ADFI and MILVUDES create.
French society must no longer stay in this incoherence: to look at all costs everywhere
except where the ones responsible really are.
The country of human rights must respect them completely, and without a second
thought. Put the pride of some in the closet for the harmony of all. For those who feel
concerned…
Bravo the MILIVUDES, to Mr Langlais and his researchers.
Simply, one must not forget anything.
With all our best regards,
The French Raelians
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